Supporting Sibs: Meeting the Needs of Siblings with Abbey Guza

Proudly Hosted by the Montana Family to Family HIC

This free workshop is for families raising a child with a disability or diagnosis. Sessions focus on the needs of your special child’s siblings and the subtle and not-so-subtle ways they ask for attention. Through presentation and shared stories, learn how to better support siblings growing up in special families.

Sign up for one session or all three using the links below

Registration deadline: February 8th

Session 1
February 22nd, 7:00-8:00 pm
(for parents and caregivers)
How do your typically-developing children ask for attention? How can you support them in the midst of caregiving for your child with a diagnosis?

Sign up

Session 2
March 1st, 7:00-8:00 pm
(siblings only, age 8-13, but older teens are welcome)
*Cheeto Chat, journal, and play fun fab games like Aunt Blabby! Siblings will receive a participation packet in advance by mail.

Sign up

Session 3
March 8th, 7:00-8:00 pm
(all together)
Members of our Sibling Panel will share a little about themselves and their experiences as siblings of someone with a diagnosis.

Sign up

Abbey Guza (LCSW, MSW) is a certified Sibshop facilitator who has worked with individuals with disabilities and their families for fifteen years. Abbey has a passion for ensuring siblings grow up with a community of support. She can be contacted at her private practice, Arcadia Counseling Services.

mtf2f.com montanaf2f@umontana.edu

*Rdue to the interactive nature of this session, attendance will be capped at the first 15 families to sign up.*